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Abstract

Keywords

Software developer’s expertise can be defined as a degree
of his or her familiarity with source code artifacts of a software system, respective to other developers of the system.
Existing approaches to estimate developer’s expertise are
usually based on evaluating a degree of developer’s source
code authorship. In addition to the authorship, developer’s development productivity should be considered.
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The contributions of this work can be split into three
parts. First, we propose a developer’s model overlaying
domain model and a method for its automatic acquisition.
The model provides software project-related information
at different levels of abstraction (e.g., at level of software
concerns). It is based on metadata and relationships between them derived from corresponding resources. Second, we propose a method for estimation of developer’s
expertise in the subject software system at level of software concerns. The method considers both developer’s
development productivity and his or her familiarity with
a concern. Finally, we propose a method to recommend
an expert developer for a newly created development task
at level of concerns. We evaluate the proposed approach
by applying it to the expert recommendation for development tasks.

1.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance,and Enhancement - Version control; D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics; D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management - Productivity, software process
models, software quality, assurance, Programming teams;
H.3.4 [Infor-mation Storage and Retrieval]: Systems
and Software - Information Networks
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Introduction

In many explanatory dictionaries, expertise is defined as
“a special skill or knowledge a person has in a particular
field”. The person is called as an expert in that field. The
“or” conjunction between the terms skill and knowledge
in the definition can cause questions. Can a person be
an expert if he or she has only a special skill in a field of
interest? Can a person be an expert if he or she has only
special knowledge-base in that field of interest? What
does “special” mean, i.e. how to quantify the difference
between two special knowledge/skills in the same field of
interest?
For those questions, it is not simple to take a clear position in general. Let’s consider. Is a “theoretical” physicist
an expert if he or she is not able to check his or her theory
in practice? If someone would say “no”, it could be interesting to hear a Richard Feynmann’s answer. There is one
more example which is even more extreme. Consider two
car mechanics. Both have special knowledge in repairing
cars but only one of them has skills which enable him or
her to repair the car with available tools. Then, are the
mechanics both experts?
Previous research on modelling software developer’s expertise can be categorized into implicit and explicit approaches:
• Implicit approaches investigate how data collected
from developer’s working activities can be used to
estimate what he or she knows in a software project,
a degree of his or her familiarity with software artifacts, or what he or she wants/needs to know.
• Explicit approaches empirically study developers,
they propose models describing different parts of
knowledge and investigate how developers comprehend source code.
In our work we deal with implicit approaches. Expert
recommendation systems in software engineering help to
locate (discover) and to recommend individuals (experts)
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who have appropriate expertise on a given source code
artifact. IT managers and software development team
leaders are increasingly challenged with the need to improve the efficiency and quality of software system development. The size of a software system and high rate of
changes of source code make it difficult for developers to
identify who, from the team, knows a particular part of
the system. The identification of the software developer
with right knowledge (expertise) to the developer who
needs help during the implementation can improve collaboration and awareness of the development team. The
waiting time for an answer can be reduced by contacting
the expert directly.

developer’s expertise in a software there should be
considered both his or her knowledge and development skills. One thing is to be aware of the existence
of some functionality, another thing is to be able to
perform a correction, enhancement, or reduction of
source code effectively in terms of the spent effort.
• Limited interconnection of tasks with codebase in expert identification. Existing approaches to recommend an expert for a newly created development
task are often based on use of a repository to identify the person who has solved the tasks similar to
the target task. The similarity is measured through
comparing descriptions of the tasks [22, 11]. The
time required to implement a new functionality, to
change an existing functionality, or to fix a bug can
be significantly reduced if the task is assigned to a
developer who knows corresponding source code (a
particular part of a software system) [4]. When the
developer’s expertise is estimated only at the level of
the tasks, it does not consider sufficiently the developer’s expertise of a particular part of the codebase
of a software system. The source code that a developer has to consult in the target task does not
have to be the same as in the similar tasks. Looking
at the software system as a web of conceptual concerns inferred from both the tasks and codebase we
can recommend the most expert developer to a task
who best covers the task in terms of his or her (estimated) expertise in the concerns included in the
target task.

In general, existing approaches to estimate developer’s expertise in/familiarity with source code artifacts are based
on investigating interaction activities [4, 14], changes [10,
8, 5, 9], bugs [1, 12, 11, 21], or usage of technologies [15,
19, 20, 7, 18].
The proposed approaches are not usually generalizable,
the metrics are usually defined with regard to the structure of software repositories, there are no metrics estimating developer’s expertise at higher level of abstraction
such as software concerns. In the field of expert recommendation there is no a clear baseline with which to compare expertise metrics to each other. There are several
definitions of developer’s expertise in literature, however,
without a clear baseline, it is difficult to determine which
automatic expertise method best approximates his or her
expertise.
We identified the following open problems:
• Insufficient separation of domain conceptualization
and resources. Conceptual concerns of a software
system refer to main technical concepts that reflect
business logic or domain of the system [3]. There
is no clear distinction between the concerns representing the domain conceptualization and resources
such as: tasks defining developers’ work, software
artifacts resulting from developers’ activities for the
tasks, and interactions capturing and describing developers’ activities with the artifacts. A lot of knowledge about a software and its developers is contained
in these resources, however, the resources and the
domain model are often seen as one layer [17, 16,
2]. The vocabulary or language used in source code
differs from the one used for describing development
tasks. It results in a lack of flexibility in estimation
of developer’s expertise at the level of the concerns
and the level of the particular software artifacts.
• None or minimal consideration of developer’s development skills. Existing approaches to estimate
developer’s expertise in a part of a software system
usually rely on the assumption that the developer’s
commits to the code reflect his or her expertise in
(familiarity with) that part of the system [10, 8,
14]. However, while solving tasks the software developers rewrite their code, reverse (undo) changes,
try alternatives, familiarize with surrounding code,
explore information space, etc. Estimation of developer’s expertise in source code has an impact on how
quickly and successfully development task is supposed to be solved [12, 14]. The concept of expertise includes both knowledge and skills. To estimate

We aim to address these problems by devising methods
for automatic domain model acquisition, expertise estimation, and expert recommendation at the level of conceptual concerns. In particular, thesis goals are:
• To design a domain model of a software project and
a method for its acquisition that provides a clear
separation between domain conceptualization and
resources.
• To propose and evaluate a method for estimation of
developer’s expertise at the level of conceptual concerns that covers both developer’s familiarity with
tasks and codebase, and his or her development skills
measured through development productivity reflecting the effort he or she expends while working on the
particular concern.
• To propose and evaluate a method to recommend
an expert for a newly created development task at
the level of conceptual concerns inferred from both
the tasks and the codebase of a software system.

2.

Software Developer’s Model Overlaying Domain Model

In our work we define developer’s expertise through his
or her familiarity with a software system or its part as
follows:
Developer’s expertise refers to a degree of being aware of
existing functionality in a subject software system and a
degree of ability to locate relevant source code artifact(s),
respective to other developers of the software system.
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Figure 1: Developer model we propose overlays the domain model. Domain model elements are metadata
elements and topics. Metadata elements can be instances of source code entity abstraction and task
abstraction. They contain relevant domain terms and a set of attributes, e.g., source code properties
estimated by using various software metrics. Topics are inferred from the metadata corpus containing
the relevant domain terms. The developer model is updated when the overlay model receives information
on developer’s activities from the repository layer.
To construct a domain model we use primary data from
a version control system, an issue tracking system and
interaction data.
Developer model we propose overlays the domain model
(see Figure 1). Domain model elements are metadata
elements and topics. Metadata elements can be instances
of source code entity abstraction and (development) task
abstraction. They contain relevant domain terms and a
set of attributes, e.g., source code properties estimated
by using various software metrics. Topics are inferred1
from the metadata corpus containing the relevant domain
terms. The developer model is updated when the overlay
model receives information on developer’s activities from
the repository layer.
We distinguish two types of relationships, namely, developer–metadata element relationship and developer–topic
relationship. The developer–metadata element relation1
Software concerns can be automatically extracted (inferred) by using statistical topic modelling techniques
adapted to software. Such technique can be used to approximate software concerns as (latent) topics.

ship between a developer and a metadata element is created iff the developer (co)authors the corresponding resource element to the metadata element. The developer–
topic relationship between a developer and a topic is created iff the topic is assigned to a metadata element and
there is a relationship between the developer and the
metadata element.
The developer–metadata element and developer–topic relationships can have attributes. A developer–topic relationship can have attributes (expertise characteristics)
such as a degree of the developer’s familiarity with the
topic and his or her development productivity on the topic
(expertise metrics to estimate these characteristics will be
defined later). A developer–source code entity abstraction
relationship can have an attribute such as a degree of developer’s authorship of the source code entity with respect
to co-authors.
The proposed model provides general apparatus to define
different types of relationships between domain elements.
Various attributes can be assigned to the elements and
relationships.
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Software Developer’s Expertise Estimation

The software system can be seen as a web of topics. We
propose a method to recommend an expert for a target
(newly created) development task of a topic. It is based
on estimation of developer’s expertise on particular topics
of the software system relative to other developers developing the same system.
To estimate developer’s expertise for a topic we propose
two metrics. The first one estimates developer’s development productivity on the topic. The second one estimates his or her degree of familiarity with the topic. Both
metrics are based on previous developer’s work (resolved
tasks) on the subject topic.
Developer’s development productivity metric considers
two characteristics influencing on development time required to complete a given task of a topic, namely, complexity of the task, and developer’s activities performed
while solving the task. It reflects the following assumptions:
• The more complex a developer’s change in a source
code entity is and the less time he or she needs to
perform the change, the higher his or her productivity probably is.
• The more edit interactions a developer performs in
a development session and the less exploration interactions he or she carries out in that session then
the more expert he or she probably is.
The metric for estimation of developer’s familiarity with a
topic considers his or her real source code contribution to
the topic, i.e. the amount of created and modified source
code. This metric reflects the following assumptions:
• The more lines of code a developer owns in a source
code entity the more expert he or she is in the entity.
• Code contributions committed earlier in the past
have a smaller weight than recent code changes.
While the productivity metric focuses on the process of
development, the familiarity metric operates with the result of the development (process).

4.

Contributions and Conclusions

Expertise is difficult to estimate or observe directly. There
are many types of expertise, competing definitions, and
possible taxonomies of expertise in literature. The most
direct way to show developer’s expertise, perhaps, is to
give the developer to solve a test (proposed for professional licensing). However, a method of manual testing
to identify an expert for a part of a software is not effective in practice.
Finding experts is critical in the development of large software systems, especially if there are (geographically) distributed teams. Authors [6] estimate that about half of
development time software developers spend communicating with each other. A substantial portion of this time is
the information communication [13]. The time can be reduced by an expertise-finding support that helps software
developers to determine with whom to communicate during development tasks. On the other side, if we directly

assign a task to a software developer who knows the corresponding part of the software system and/or his or her
development productivity on the topic of the task is high,
the time required to resolve the task can be (significantly)
reduced.
Contributions achieved in this work are as follows:
• proposal of a developer model overlaying the domain
model and a method for its automatic acquisition,
• proposal of a novel method for estimation of developer’s expertise at the level of topics that considers
both developer’s familiarity with a topic and his or
her development productivity on the topic,
• proposal of a novel method for recommendation of
experts to newly created development tasks at the
level of topics that are inferred from both the tasks
and the codebase of a software system.
We conducted experiments on five open-source projects
and performed a case study on two commercial/closed
software projects. Although, experiments performed on
the five open source projects and the two commercial
projects do not provide enough justification of generality of our approach, the general results indicate that our
approach can be useful in recommending experts.
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